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Staff News
Dr Morn Capper joined the dept. in Jan. 2016 and she
has been teaching heritage across years, including a
wide range of field trips including to Old Oswestry
hillfort and Whittington Castle, the Imperial War
Museum North (Manchester), the International Slavery
Museum (Liverpool), a tour of the city of Liverpool, and
to castles in North Wales. She spoke on her Heritage
and Identity research on the Staffordshire hoard at
Tamworth Castle at the University of Leicester Heritage
Research Salon on the 17th May. Morn is in the final
stages of drawing maps for a book on Anglo-Saxon
Mercia.
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Dr Caroline Pudney was on research leave until
February, writing various articles on Late Iron
Age/Roman archaeology and public archaeology before
returning to teach all manner of topics. She also went
to Rome to present her research on ‘Theorising Place:
layers of place and space in Iron Age and Roman
Britain’ at the Roman Archaeology Conference and
Theoretical Roman Archaeology Conference 2016,
hosted at La Sapienza University.

Dr Amy Gray Jones was busy teaching mortuary and
osseous topics before heading off on research leave in
February to write about Mesolithic dead people.
Dr Meggen Gondek has been teaching all year and
preparing for a field season at the Pictish elite residence
of Rhynie in the summer.
Dr James Pardoe has been teaching heritage to our MA
students and is on part-secondment to the new
University Centre Shrewsbury where he is leading up
the brand-new UG and MSc degrees in heritage and
history. He welcomed broadcaster and heritage expert
Loyd Grossman who launched the Rowley’s Heritage
Lectures with his talk ‘A New Future for Heritage’ on 20
April, 2016.

James (left) and Loyd Grossman (right), April 2016

Caroline in the Coliseum, Rome, March 2016
Caroline was not entertained by gladiators in Rome

Dr Patricia Murrieta-Flores has continued her work
with Howard on the Past in its Place ERC-funded
project. In addition, she has set up, and will officially
open, the new Digital Humanities Research Centre
from Sept. 2016. The centre will offer many exciting
research projects intersecting between digital
technologies and the Humanities. Already in
collaboration with the Computer Science Department,
Paty and Dr Ruth Nugent recently got funding from the
Society of London Antiquaries to carry out a project for
the development of innovative image processing
techniques focusing on the study and recording of
Historic Graffiti. Paty is in collaboration with the Corpus
Linguistics Department of the University of Lisbon, got
funding for the project ‘Mapping the emergence of
folklore in the Victorian imagination’. This research is
developing computational approaches to analyse the
public depiction of legends and folktales during the
19th century in large digitised book collections.
Also related to the centre is the publication of the
book ‘Literary Mapping in the Digital Age’ that will be
out at the end of May, published by Routledge and
edited by Dr. Murrieta-Flores and colleagues from

Birmingham and MMU; and the chapter ‘Geographical
Information Systems as a Tool for Exploring the Spatial
Humanities’ written by Prof. Gregory (Lancaster) and
Paty, published by Routledge in the edited collection
‘Doing Digital Humanities: Practice, Training, Research’.
This collection will be out at the end of the year.

Prof. Howard Williams has been watching Vikings, The
Walking Dead and Game of Thrones between lectures
and research. Check out his Archaeodeath blog –
https://howardwilliamsblog.wordpress.com/ – for some
of his zany and more mundane activities, including
eating haddock & chips on the Isle of Man.

Postgrad News
Congratulations to the Department’s third successful
archaeology PhD: Dr Ruth Nugent defended her thesis
– Handling the Dead – in January 2016. Ruth’s original
research, funded by the Leverhulme Trust, explored the
role of touch in long-term engagements with the dead
in English cathedrals.

Dr Ruth Nugent
Paty’s latest book

Prof. Ian Shaw has been teaching his final-year
Egyptian special module for the first time.

We welcome brand-new PhD student Brian Costello
who will be working with Howard investigating
heirlooms in early medieval graves.

Dr Barry Taylor has been busy Mesolithic lab rat
teaching and researching plant remains and
technologies (as well as fighting off ancient unspeakable
evils). He also featured in BBC4’s Digging for Britain with
Chester students.

Brian with Paul Mortimer’s replica of the sword from Mound 1,
Sutton Hoo

Rædwald comes to Chester
In March, the Dept. hosted guest lectures from
reenactor Paul Mortimer of Wulfheodenas. Paul talked
about early Anglo-Saxon swords & we got to play with
his replicas of bling from Mound 1, Sutton Hoo.

Barry antler working: bleeding by example

Howard (left) and Jenny Osborne (right) go ‘Sutton Hoo’

Undergrad News
Congratulations to this year’s prize-winners:
University Prize for Archaeology/Heritage: Dan Pond
The Rhys Williams Prize for Study in Archaeology:
jointly awarded to Kimberly Robinson and Nathan Berry
The David and Betty Evans Memorial Prize: Jenny
Osborne

Ian surveying at Wadi Hammamat, Nov. 2015
First-year students and PhD student Gary Duckers, enjoying
survey work on Halkyn Mountain, April 2016

Students have been engaged on many field trips, field
survey on Halkyn Mountain and digging on the CAER
project: http://univchester-parkdig.blogspot.co.uk/2016

Dead Relevant
by Brian Costello (PhD candidate, Archaeology)
Together with Dr Ruth Nugent, I assisted Prof. Williams
in guiding the students in the first-ever Chester
archaeology student run and organized public dayconference: Dead Relevant? Mortuary Archaeology in
Contemporary Society on 19th April. It proved to be an
absolute success. The final-year archaeology students
did an admirable job in the preparation of the event as
well as presenting their research.

Chester Mapping Pharaohs’ Gold Mines
In Nov. 2015, Prof Ian Shaw and his co-director Dr
Elizabeth Bloxam (UCL), along with their Egyptian
collaborators in the Supreme Council for Antiquities,
undertook a season of survey at the Wadi Hammamat in
Egypt’s Eastern Desert. They focused on identifying and
mapping a large group of Late Bronze Age gold mines
and associated ore processing activities. They were
excited to be using some of the department’s
sophisticated new differential GPS equipment to map a
dense area of mines and settlement, including an array
of millstones used to grind the gold ore in situ. These
mines are contemporary with such New Kingdom
pharaohs as Akhenaten and Ramesses the Great. Not
only does the Wadi Hammamat terrain have some
similarities with the Valley of the Kings, but it is possible
that the raw material for the gold mask of Tutankhamun
and other items in his tomb might well have derived
from these mines. The work at Wadi Hammamat (where
there are also beautifully preserved mid-20th century
British colonial gold mines) is part of a larger scheme to
create a new heritage project to protect the rich
archaeological and geological features in this region, in
ways that are locally supported & self-sustaining.

Dr Ing-Marie Back Danielsson

The conference’s guest speaker was Dr Ing-Marie
Back Danielsson of Uppsala University and a Visiting
Research Fellow in our department. She gave an
interesting and thought-provoking talk about the
reconstruction of ancient people in museums. It was a
great experience for the students in their first academic
conference. The conference can be viewed online here:
https://vimeo.com/album/3951381

The sarcophagus of Tutankhamun: the gold may have been
mined from the Wadi Hammamat

Heritage Naval Gazing

Bradford TAG

by Alice Roberts-Pratt (2010 BA Archaeology graduate)

Just before Christmas, Howard and Paty co-organised a
session with MA Archaeology of Death and Memory
student Aurea Izquierdo Zamora on Mobility,
Monumentality and Memory in Past Societies at the
annual Theoretical Archaeology Group (TAG)
conference at the University of Bradford. The session
was a complete success and Paty and Howard, and
Aurea and Howard, presented original research on early
medieval stone monuments and their landscape
settings.

At University, I truly adored the Heritage modules; they
inspired me to work on historic collections, buildings
and museums, particularly on interpretation. Since
graduating, I have been on a heritage adventure. This
began with an internship with East Sussex Archaeology
and Museums Partnership helping to restore a Wealden
Hall house and care for objects in the museum stores
and those on display.
I then worked seasonally for English Heritage as a
Historic Properties Steward at Dover Castle, Battle
Abbey, Osborne House and finally Portchester Castle
while I also volunteered at Bexhill Museum as the
Archaeology Collections manager.
In 2013 I was lucky enough to work as Archaeology
Archivist for English Heritage at Fort Cumberland. This
involved two short-term projects, moving and repacking artefacts and environmental samples and
updating databases.
In 2014 I worked part-time for Portsmouth City
council as a Museum and Visitor Services Officer as well
as working part time at Portchester Castle and part time
at the National Museum of the Royal Navy as a
Volunteer Coordinator.
In late 2015 after a series of interviews for amazing
jobs but always coming second best, I landed my dream
job as ‘Heritage Project Officer’ at the National Museum
of the Royal Navy. I now curate, design and develop
exhibitions. I have just finished writing my first
guidebook for our blockbuster exhibition about the
Battle of Jutland.

A strong contingent of Chester MA and UG students
attended the TAG conference. In addition to Aurea’s
own paper with Howard, two Chester students –
Rebakah Thornton and Rachael Nicholson – contributed
superb critical comments to a debate session on
whether the archaeological record was a ‘renewable
resource’.

Working with Wessex
by Nathaniel Welsby (2015 graduate and prize-winner)
Since graduating at the University of Chester I have
moved post-to-post working as a fieldwork technician
for Wessex Archaeology, and excavating different
archaeological features such as burnt mounds,
roundhouses and more.
I’m now working in Wessex Archaeology’s
environmental department being trained to run the
environmental processing for the entire of the north in
their Sheffield office, which involves processing
everything from skeletons to huge stacks of burnt flint.
As of September I will be undertaking my MA in
Environmental Archaeology and Palaeoeconomy at the
University of Sheffield whilst working with Wessex.
I left Chester with the skills to move from strength to
strength within commercial archaeology. Furthermore,
there are plenty of jobs within archaeology and within a
few months there will be a shortage of archaeologist
when HS2 kicks off so make sure to apply.
Oh, and finally, commercial archaeology isn't hard
work, it's a barrel of laughs so don't be put off.

Alice (centre) with volunteers at the National Museum
of the Royal Navy

Every day is different; I am constantly learning new
things and developing my career and look forward to
going to work each day. It has been quite the journey to
get to where I wanted to be and there is a lot of
competition in the heritage industry but my advice to
current students is: don’t give up! Follow your dreams I
say!
Completing my degree at the University of Chester is
something I am so proud of and I couldn’t have done it
without the support of the lecturers who were very
inspirational to me.
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